In the context of two-party interactive quantum communication protocols, we study a recently defined notion of quantum information cost (QIC), which possesses most of the important properties of its classical analogue, see Ref. [Tou15]. Notably, its link with amortized quantum communication complexity has been used in Ref. [BGKK + 15] to prove an (almost) tight lower bound on the bounded round quantum complexity of Disjointness. However, the only known characterization of QIC was through a notion of purification of the input state. Although this definition has the advantage to be valid for fully quantum inputs and tasks, its interpretation for classical tasks remained rather obscure. Also, the link between this new notion and other notions of information cost for quantum protocols that had previously appeared in the literature (e.g. in Refs. [JRS03, JN14, KLLGR15]) was not clear, if existent at all.
insignificant modification of the original protocol might drastically change the information cost. However, we prove that it can only decrease it (see Proposition 9). So it is enough to study the information cost of safe protocols when we are interested in minimizing the QIC for computing a task with classical inputs.
When studying such quantum protocols with classical inputs, a notion of information cost (called Classical input Information Cost, or CIC) has been introduced in Ref. [KLLGR15] , where a first step was made to understand its relationship with QIC: the former is a lower bound on the latter -that is, CIC ≤ QIC. In order to complete the picture, we introduce two new notions: the Holevo Information Cost (HIC), which measures how much information the players have about each other's input at the end of the protocol (a round-by-round variant was considered in Ref. [JRS03, JN14] ), and the Classical input Reverse Information Cost (CRIC), which counts how much information about the inputs is forgotten at each round by the player sending the message (this is somehow the dual under time reversal of CIC). Based on our Information Flow Lemma, we give new operational interpretations to these quantities and, informally speaking, we show that they satisfy the two following very natural relationships: the Holevo information cost corresponds to the amount of classical information that was learnt and not forgotten during the protocol, while the quantum information cost captures all of the information transmitted during the protocol (what was learnt plus what was forgotten). This yields a new characterization of QIC by CIC, up to a factor of 2. So the various notions of information cost introduced in this paper are tightly related, namely (see Propositions 16, 17 and 19): Main Result 1: We have: HIC = CIC−CRIC, QIC = CIC+CRIC. Moreover, CIC ≤ QIC ≤ 2·CIC.
These relationships emphasize the importance of CRIC, the cost of forgetting information. This last quantity would always be zero in classical protocols: implicitly, classical information is always cloneable, hence players can memorize the whole history of the protocol and never forget information. To understand the link with quantum protocols forgetting information, we introduce a model of classical reversible computing, endowing classical protocols with the ability to forget information. We show that this feature can only increase their information cost, and, as such, forgetting information is somehow a wasteful phenomenon that should be avoided in the context of classical communication (see Theorem 33). However, in quantum protocols, cloning is not possible in general. This raises the question whether the property of forgetting information is only costly and should still be avoided in some sense. We answer this in the negative: forgetting information is absolutely necessary to obtain the quantum communication improvement allowed for computing certain functions. Indeed, if no information is forgotten in a quantum protocol, then QIC = HIC is formally very similar to IC, and the continuity in the input distribution has no round dependence, as in the classical case. Thus, the round dependence in this continuity bound for general quantum protocols that do forget information [BGKK + 15] can be understood as being due to the fact that the same information is forgotten and transmitted multiple times. With this observation, we prove that any quantum protocol for Disjointness that does not forget information has linear quantum communication complexity (see Theorem 36). Hence, quantum protocols that do not forget information cannot obtain the quadratic quantum speed-up for the Disjointness function [AA05] , and this ability of quantum protocol to forget information is an essential feature of interactive quantum communication, not just some oddity we can get around. This can be summarized as follows: Main Result 2 : Forgetting information is useless in a classical reversible setting, but it is unavoidable in the quantum setting: it is a necessary feature of interactive quantum protocols to get significant communication improvement over classical protocols.
This important distinction shows that the flow of information behaves quite differently in the classical and in the quantum setting. However, the classical communication complexity is always lower bounded by the quantum communication complexity: quantum messages can simulate classical ones. We can ask the same question in terms of information: is it always possible to quantumly simulate classical messages while maintaining the information cost? Our next main result provides a positive answer. We show that to any classical protocol Π C corresponds a quantum simulation protocol Π Q satisfying QCC(Π Q ) = CC(Π C ), QIC(Π Q , µ) = IC(Π C , µ) for any input distribution µ, and implementing the same input-output channel Π Q = Π C . The main issue we deal with is the pure state quantum simulation of private randomness without altering the information cost (see Lemma 47). Main Result 3 : For any classical protocol, there exists a quantum protocol with the same input-output behaviour, and with communication and information costs smaller than the classical protocol.
This result lets us conclude the paper with one more application. For the Inner Product function, QIC at zero-error over the uniform distribution is exactly n; a similar lower bound of n(1 − o(1)) holds for a random Boolean function on n + n bits. Further using the quantum simulation of classical protocols mentionned above together with the fact that classical IC is continuous at zero-error [BGPW13a] , this shows that, in the limit when the error ε goes to 0, IC of such a random Boolean function is not only Ω(n) [BW12, KLL
+ 15], but is precisely n(1 − o(1)) (such a tight bound for the IC of Inner Product was known from Ref. [BGPW13b] ).
Outline of the paper. This paper is structured as follows. After some preliminaries (Section 2), we state and prove our Information Flow Lemma (Section 3). In Sections 4 and 5, we prove our results on safe quantum protocols, and then introduce CRIC, HIC and multiple other quantum notions of information cost (a table is provided in Appendix B to keep track of definitions and relationships). For the sake of comparison, in Section 6 we define IC in a classical reversible computation paradigm and show that forgetting information is wasteful. In contrast, we prove in Section 7 that there is no quantum communication speed-up for Disjointness when the quantum protocols are not allowed to forget information. Then, we show how to simulate quantumly classical protocols in Section 8. Finally we prove our results on Inner Product and random Boolean functions (Section 9).
Preliminaries: Quantum Communication and Information
Quantum Communication Model. Quantum communication complexity was introduced by Yao in Ref. [Yao93] . The model we use here is closer to the one of Cleve and Buhrman [CB97] , with pre-shared entanglement, but we allow the players to communicate with quantum messages. In this model, an r-round protocol Π for a given classical task from input registers A in = X, B in = Y to output registers A out , B out is defined by a sequence of isometries U 1 , · · · , U M +1 along with a pure state ψ ∈ D(T [Wat15, Wil13] . We need r + 1 isometries in order to have r messages since a first isometry is applied before the first message is sent and a last one after the final message is received. In the case of even r, for appropriate finite dimensional quantum memory registers A 1 , A 3 , · · · , A r−1 , A held by Alice, B 2 , B 4 , · · · , B r−2 , B held by Bob, and quantum communication registers C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , · · · , C r exchanged by Alice and Bob, we have
is the set of unitary channels from A to B : see Figure 1 . We adopt the convention that, at the outset,
, for odd i with 1 ≤ i < r, B i = B i−1 , for even i with 1 < i ≤ r, A i = A i−1 and also B r = B r+1 = B out B , and A r+1 = A out A . In this way, after application of U i , Alice holds register A i , Bob holds register B i and the communication register is C i . In the case of an odd number of messages r, the registers corresponding to U r , U r+1 are changed accordingly. We slightly abuse notation and also write Π to denote the channel from registers A in B in to A out B out implemented by the protocol, i.e. for any input distribution µ on XY and ρ µ encoding µ on input registers A in B in ,
(2.1)
Note that the A and B registers are the final memory registers that are being discarded at the end of the protocol by Alice and Bob, respectively.
Recall that for a given state, all purifications are related by isometries on the purification registers. For classical input registers XY distributed according to µ, we consider a canonical purification
, with
We then say that the purifying registers R X R Y contain quantum copies of XY . Then, the state at round i,
is pure. Also, we require that the final marginal state
We say that a protocol Π solves a function f with error ε with respect to input distribution µ if Pr µ [Π(x, y) = f (x, y)] ≤ ε, and we say Π solves f with error ε if
We also make use of the notion of a control-isometry: it is an isometry acting on a classical-quantum register by leaving the content of the classical register unchanged. Such a classical register is called a control-register.
Quantum Information Cost. The main quantity of interest in this work is the quantum information cost, as introduced in [Tou15] . In quantum communication protocols, there is no clear notion of a transcript, so this definition counts how much information is exchanged in each round. In the sequel, we denote the Von Neumann entropy by H, and for a tripartite state ρ ABC , we denote the conditional quantum mutual information (CQMI) between A and B conditioned on C by I(A : B|C) = H(A, C) + H(B, C) − H(C) − H(A, B, C). We will make use of many properties of CQMI, among which the following.
Lemma 1 If ρ = ρ ABC and σ = σ DEF are two states on distinct registers, then
is a classical-quantum state with classical register C, then
If ρ = ρ ABCD is a pure state, then
Let us recall the definition of quantum information cost introduced in [Tou15] .
Definition 2 For a protocol Π and an input distribution µ, we define the quantum information cost of Π on input µ as
For any function f , any input distribution µ, and any ε > 0
where the infimum is over the protocols Π computing f with error ε w.r.t µ.
This quantity has many nice properties (see [Tou15, BGKK + 15]); in particular it characterizes the (quantum) amortized communication complexity. We stress that the definition is independent of the choice of purification. Discussion about compression. Some previous notions of information cost for quantum protocols (e.g. in Refs. [JRS03, JN14, KLLGR15] ) were more similar in spirit to classical input information cost than to quantum information cost. Our results shed new light on why these previous definitions were restricted to compression results for a single round. In the first round, Alice does not yet possess any information on Bob's input (aside from what she can infer from her own input). For one-round protocols, it is then immaterial whether one uses classical input information cost or quantum information cost. But then in subsequent rounds, generally Alice has in her registers some information about Bob's input. It is then possible for her to forget information while sending a message. We can even construct a protocol where, at the third round, Bob does not learn anything whereas Alice forgets a lot of information. For such a round of communication, the previous definitions of information cost, e.g. CIC introduced in Ref. [KLLGR15] , would evaluate to 0 whereas QIC would be large. Thus, it is impossible to compress such a quantum message down to its CIC, that is, almost at no cost, while keeping, in a round-by-round fashion, the overall state of the protocol almost equivalent to that in the original protocol. Indeed, we know from our developments that to forget information we must invest communication. As a consequence, we see that for quantum protocols, it is important to take into account the cost of forgetting information.
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The purification register used in the definition of QIC possibly appears artificial when considering classical inputs. In this direction, we prove below (see Section 5) an arguably more natural characterization (at least from a classical correlation point of view) of each term in the quantum information cost as the sum of how much information about his own input a party is sending plus how much information about the other party's input he is forgetting. However, we argue that there is still virtue in taking the purification of the classical input viewpoint. Firstly, it enables to keep track of a global pure state, which in many situations is a remarquably powerful viewpoint. Secondly and more fundamentally, the purification viewpoint has a nice operational interpretation through the task of quantum state redistribution, which is useful when aiming at compression results. Indeed, at any point of the interactive protocol, the pure quantum state can be seen as a 4-partite state ρ A R A S M R consisting of the receiver's and the sender's private registers (A R and A S respectively), the message register M and a purification register R. Then, each term in QIC is of the form I(R; M |A R ), that is, the mutual information between the message and the inaccessible purification register, conditioned on the receiver's side information. Such an expression is known [DY08, YD09] to quantify the cost of redistributing the message register while maintaining correlations with the receiver's and the sender's private registers as well as the environment. The CIC terms can also be given such an operational significance for the information about the sender's input that a message contains. However, this viewpoint breaks down for the information that is forgotten (see the operational interpretation given at Section 5). Indeed, to measure the amount of information being forgotten, we condition on the sender's side information for sending information about the receiver's input. This term would be hard to account for in a compression viewpoint (unless we think of messages going backward). Hence, we think that the purification viewpoint remains appropriate for compression purposes.
Information Flow Lemma
In this section, we state and prove the Information Flow Lemma (see Lemma 3 below), which allows to keep track exactly of the flow of quantum information in an interactive protocol and is key to much of our further developments. Moreover, it gives a lower bound on QIC that does not depend on the number of round (see Corollary 5), and is used, among other things, to give an exact meaning to the cost of forgetting in interactive quantum protocols. We present here a quite general version of this result. However, we stress that a more limited version, that is still sufficient to obtain a lower bound on QIC, has already found some applications; see Ref. [NT16] .
Let us consider the more general framework of bipartite interactive quantum processes, of which the model of quantum communication complexity defined in Section 2 is a special case. This general framework modelizes a discretized quantum process in which there is interaction between two distinct, localized parties, and local evolution at each time step.
In more details, Alice and Bob start in a joint state ρĀ 0B0 0 , for which we consider an arbitrary extension ρĀ 0B0ĒF 0 (such that TrĒF (ρĀ 0B0ĒF ) = ρĀ 0B0 ). The process runs for r + 1 rounds, with ρ i the state in round i, registersĀ i ,B i ,C i andD i in each round, withC 0 ,D 0 ,C r+1 andD r+1 being trivial registers in the 0-th and r + 1-th round, initially and at the end of the process. In round i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, after being generated by Alice, registerC i gets communicated from Alice to Bob, and, after being generated by Bob, registerD i gets communicated from Bob to Alice. RegisterĀ i is a quantum memory register held by Alice, and registerB i is a quantum memory register held by Bob. The evolution is through local isometries U i = UĀ i−1Di−1 →ĀiCi i on Alice's side and
RegistersĒF are left untouched throughout, and can be thought of in the following way: we want to measure how much information Bob knows aboutĒ from the point of view of someone who knows F . We get the following exact characterization of the flow of information from this point of view.
Lemma 3 (Information Flow Lemma) Given an interactive quantum process as defined above, the fol-lowing holds:
Proof.
We keep track of the flow of information using the chain rule and local isometric invariance of CQMI: Applying recursively the same argument leads to
We get the desired result by rearranging terms. In the remainder of this work, we are concerned with quantum communication protocols as defined in Section 2, for which an easy corollary of the Information Flow Lemma is as follows. A similar result holds for Alice.
Corollary 4 Given a protocol Π, an input distribution µ and any extension ρ AinBinE1E2 0 satisfying :
Combining the above result and a similar one holding for Alice, we get the following lower bound on quantum information cost, stated as a sum of differences between the amount of correlations of reference registers with the output and the input.
Corollary 5 Given a protocol Π, an input distribution µ and any two extensions ρ 
Making Safe Copies of the Inputs
In this section, we show that making safe copies of classical inputs at the outset of a quantum protocol never increases its quantum information cost. So, when studying the quantum information complexity of a function, it is always possible to assume that protocols do not change the input registers.
Following Ref. [JRS03] , we introduce the notion of safe copies and safe protocols.
Definition 6 (Safe protocol) Recall that, in a quantum communication protocol implementing a classical task, players receive initial classical data in some quantum input registers. We say that such a protocol is safe if the players only use these input registers as control registers.
Note that for quantum protocols, making a local copy of the classical input does not change the quantum communication cost. However it is not obvious from definition that the same property should be true for the information cost. Let us make this question more precise by associating to every protocol another protocol, which is safe.
Safe Version of a Protocol. Consider any protocol Π. We define a safe version of Π as follows. Let Π be the protocol in which Alice and Bob first make a coherent (safe) copy of their respective inputs X, Y at the outset of the protocol into safe registers X , Y , and then run Π while using X and Y as inputs. Recall that there are also coherent copies held in purification registers R X , R Y . That is, on input distribution µ, we denote as ρ XY µ the state
and we consider a purification of the form
In the protocol Π , the registers X, Y are then left untouched for the remainder of the protocol, which is identical to protocol Π acting on input registers X , Y after such copies are made. We want to show that the quantum information cost of Π is never greater than that of Π. More formally, define the isometries
Then the safe protocol Π is defined from Π by:
1. applying U X and then U 1 acting on X on Alice's side in the first round, 2. applying U Y and then U 2 acting on Y on Bob's side in the second round,
This does not change the classical input/output behavior of the protocol. If we think of acting U Y before U 1 , this does not change the value of any QIC term, and we get state
at the outset of protocol Π . We then show that making such safe copies does not increase the QIC of a protocol.
Making Safe Copies can only Decrease QIC of a Protocol. It turns out that QIC(Π, µ) and QIC(Π , µ) can be very different. Let us illustrate this point with a simple example.
Example 7 Consider an input distribution µ such that X is uniformly distributed, and Y = X. Consider a protocol in which Alice directly sends her input to Bob. Then the costs are
in which we used for QIC(Π , µ) that all registers are classical once X is traced out along with the fact that X = Y , similarly for I(X : R X R Y ) ρµ and tracing out Y , and finally, since ρ
This phenomenon might occur even when there is no correlation between X and Y , as shown by the following example.
Example 8 Consider an input distribution µ such that X and Y are distributed independently and uniformly. Consider a protocol in which Alice directly sends her input to Bob. Then the costs are
where we used that ρ XR X µ is a pure state whereas ρ µ is classical on X R X once X is traced out. One can check that, if Bob sends register X back to Alice (without copying it), QIC(Π, µ) increases to 4 lg |X| while QIC(Π , µ) increases to 2 lg |X| only. Moreover, if Bob first makes a copy of X before sending it back, QIC(Π, µ) increases to 3 lg |X| while QIC(Π , µ) stays at lg |X|. By repeating this process for r rounds, QIC(Π, µ) increases to (2r + 1) lg |X| while QIC(Π , µ) stays at lg |X|, and we can make these information costs as different as we like.
The examples above show that making safe copies might influence a lot the quantum information cost. However, we show that this operation can only decrease QIC.
Proposition 9 For any protocol Π and any input distribution µ for X, Y , the safe version of Π, the protocol Π defined above, satisfies
Moreover, if Π is already a safe protocol, then we have equality.
Proof. Before running protocol Π, let us first relabel the classical inputs X, Y as X , Y , and then apply U
on R X , R Y in order to recreate coherent copies of the input in registers X, Y . The state at this point is then the same as in Π before starting to apply the U i 's (if we think of applying U Y on Bob's side before U 1 on Alice's side, which does not change the information cost), since that protocol is invariant under how the additional coherent copy of X and Y is created. If we then run Π using the coherent copies in registers X , Y as inputs, the state in each round is then the same as in Π . Notice that up to relabeling of the input registers and application of the isometries on R X , R Y , the protocol just defined is equivalent to Π, and hence it has the same information cost, with terms
The result follows since for each i,
and the terms I(Y ; C i |B i ) ρ i and I(X;
vanishe whenever Π is a safe protocol, holding throughout an unmodified copy of X in A i and of Y in B i . The result follows.
As a consequence, whenever we are interested in minimizing the quantum information cost, we may always consider such protocols that start by making a local copy of their inputs. This implies the following for the quantum information complexity of a function :
Corollary 10 For any function f , any input distribution µ, and any ε > 0
where the infimum is over the safe protocols Π computing f with error ε w.r.t µ.
Note that here, in contrast with (2.4), the minimum is over a smaller class of protocols. In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, we only consider safe protocols.
The Cost of Forgetting: a New Characterization of QIC
In this section, we show that even though quantum protocols are reversible and thus can somehow forget information, there is a quantum information cost associated in particular with forgetting classical information. The fact, proven in the previous section, that unsafe protocols might have higher information cost than their safe counterpart can be seen as an example of this phenomenon for a party forgetting information about his own input. We focus here on safe protocols and consider the cost of forgetting information learnt previously about the other party's input. The remark at the end of Example 8 can be thought of as a simple, avoidable occurence of this phenomenon. We sill see later that in general for quantum protocols, it is not always possible to avoid this cost of forgetting information.
We introduce the Holevo Information Cost, defined as the amount of information the players have at the end of the protocol. We show that it is exactly characterized as the amount of information learnt minus the amount of information forgotten. This relation even holds at any intermediate stage of the protocol. We also consider how much Holevo information a party can obtain if he runs (part of) his input in superposition.
Note that the information flow lemma, characterizing exactly the flow of quantum information in interactive protocols, can be seen as a fully quantum generalization of this result.
For protocols with classical inputs, we provide an alternative characterization of their quantum information cost that does not require introducing a purification register. More precisely, we show that at each round, QIC can be divided into two parts: the first one measures how much information is sent by one party to the other one; the second one counts how much information the party sending the message is forgetting about the other party's input. This additional term does not exist in classical communication because players can always keep copies of all past messages, so they never forget information. But in quantum communication, cloning is in general impossible and players cannot always keep all the information they have received.
Alternate Definitions of Information Costs for Protocols with Classical Inputs
We first recall the notion of classical input information cost introduced by Kerenidis, Laurière, Le Gall and Rennela in [KLLGR15, KLLGR16] . They also define an asymmetric version of quantum information cost. They have the following definitions, in which we consider safe protocols and split Alice's local register in round i as XA i and similarly as Y B i for Bob.
Definition 11 For a protocol Π and an input distribution µ, the classical input information cost of the messages from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) is defined as
and the quantum information cost of the messages from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) as
It follows from the data processing inequality that CIC is always at most QIC.
Proposition 12 ([KLLGR15, KLLGR16])
For any protocol Π and any input distribution µ,
Note that QIC(Π, µ) = QIC A→B (Π, µ) + QIC B→A (Π, µ), so we define similarly a symmetric version of classical input information cost of the protocol Π as
We want to compare these two quantities, and in particular we find that they are related with a further notion of information cost, which we call the Holevo information cost. This quantity evaluates the Holevo information each party possesses at the end of the protocol about the other party's input, conditional on his own input.
Definition 13 For a protocol Π and an input distribution µ, the Holevo information cost from Alice to Bob is defined as
and the Holevo information cost from Bob to Alice as
We also define the (total) Holevo information cost as HIC(Π, µ) = HIC A→B (Π, µ) + HIC B→A (Π, µ).
Note that similar considerations can be made in each round i by considering the protocol Π i that runs Π up to round i and then stops (with an appropriate partition of the registers in round i, depending on whether i is even or odd, and who holds C i ). For instance, in any odd round i, after reception by Bob of message C i from Alice, the conditional Holevo information Bob has about Alice's input is:
Operational Interpretation of HIC in Terms of CIC and CRIC
The quantity HIC corresponds to the information remaining at the end of the protocol. However, since in a quantum protocol it might be unavoidable to forget information along the way (because cloning is in general impossible), we cannot just count the information that was received: we should also quantify the amount of information that each player forgets. We introduce the following notion to take this phenomenon into account.
Definition 14 For a protocol Π and an input distribution µ, the classical input reverse information cost of the messages from Bob back to Alice (resp. from Alice to Bob) is defined as
We also define the total classical input reverse information cost of protocol Π as
We soon make the above intuition more precise by providing an operational interpretation, but let us first consider a simple example.
Example 15 Let µ be an input distribution with X, Y distributed independently and uniformly on n bits, and consider a protocol in which, after the second round, Alice has received a copy of Bob's input, Y . At this point, Alice copies the first m out of the n bits of Y , and sends back Y to Bob. Then the term with i = 3 in CRIC B←A will amount to the (n − m) bits of information about Y that Alice is forgetting.
We now suggest an operational interpretation of CIC and CRIC. We can consider the following scenario. Let us fix a protocol Π. Consider a classical input state on registers XY purified in registers R X R Y . Alice is given her input X as usual, but also the purification R Y of Bob's input. Bob is only given his input Y , and so only the register R X is held in some reference register unaccessible to the both parties. Alice is given the register R Y in order for her to be able to generate any state on A i B i C i in the protocol, for i odd as well as i even, and then transmit the message on C i to Bob, after giving him his side information B i . We are interested in how much new information about X this message C i contains, hence we are only putting R X in the referee's hand. More formally, suppose that we are interested in this information for round i. We then ask what is the asymptotic quantum communication cost for redistributing the C i register of this state from Alice to Bob if, apart from C i , Alice holds the A i , X, R Y registers and Bob holds the B i , Y registers. This is I(C i : R X |B i Y ) = I(C i : X|Y B i ), for classical registers X, Y . Depending on whether i is odd or even, this is the ith term in CIC A→B or in CRIC A←B of the protocol Π (in the usual scenario where Alice does not have access to R Y ). Remember that quantum communication in state redistribution is symmetric under time-reversal [DY08, YD09] , so that the cost is the same if Bob decides to send back this message to Alice. Hence, not only does this scenario gives an operational interpretation to CIC as the amount of information about X Alice is sending to Bob in odd rounds, but also to CRIC as the amount of information about X Bob is forgetting by sending it back to Alice in even rounds.
This interpretation leads to the following formal result.
Proposition 16 Let µ be a distribution and Π be a safe protocol with classical inputs distributed according to µ. Then
Proof of Proposition 16.
From the above operational interpretation of CIC and CRIC, it is then intuitive that in any odd round i, after reception by Bob of message C i from Alice, the conditional Holevo information I(X : B i C i |Y ) Bob has about Alice's input can be written as follows:
in which on the right hand side the first sum corresponds to terms in CIC A→B and the second one to terms in CRIC A←B . Note that this equality follows from Corollary 4, direct consequence of the Information Flow Lemma, with classical extension registers E 1 = X, E 2 = Y (classical copies of these registers), along with the fact that for two classical copies
, and I(X; Y 1 |Y 2 ) = 0. If r is odd, I(X; B r C r |Y ) = I(X; B out B |Y ) and the result follows. If r is even, I(X; B r C r |Y ) = I(X; B out B C r |Y ) = I(X; B out B |Y ) + I(X; C r |Y B r ). Similar statements hold for Alice, with the role of odd and even rounds interchanged. The statement follows.
Operational Interpretation of QIC in Terms of CIC and CRIC
The introduction of the reference register R in the definition of quantum information cost, which can be decomposed into R = R X , R Y for classical inputs, is natural when discussing compression while keeping quantum correlations, and for general quantum inputs. But when discussing protocols implementing classical tasks it might appear somewhat artificial. We now present an alternative characterization of quantum information cost on classical inputs that does not involve such purification registers and only mention the classical input registers, similar to the notion of classical input information cost (CIC) of Ref. [KLLGR15, KLLGR16] . We start by expanding the ith term in the quantum information cost. For odd i,
(we could do similarly for even i with the conditioning instead on X A i ). The first term on the right hand side is the classical input information cost term I(C i ; R X |Y B i ) = I(C i ; X|Y B i ) in round i and somehow quantifies the amount of information that message C i contains about X for someone who already knows Y and possesses B i as quantum side-information, while the second one does not immediately have such an intuitive interpretation. However, we can rewrite it as I(
. Notice that X, Y are both classical in this term, which can now be informally interpreted as the amount of information that message C i contains about Y for someone who already knows X and possess A i . But remember that it is Alice who generated message C i , so in a classical protocol A i would contain a copy of C i and this term would always evaluate to 0. However, quantum protocols are reversible, so it is somehow possible to forget information along the way. This term then corresponds, in a sense made precise by Proposition 16, to the amount of information Alice is forgetting about Y when transmitting C i (CRIC).
This leads to the following result.
Proposition 17 Let µ be a distribution and Π be a safe protocol with classical inputs distributed according to µ. Then
and QIC(Π, µ) = CIC(Π, µ) + CRIC(Π, µ).
QIC and CIC are Almost Equivalent
We show that, even though the asymmetric versions of QIC and CIC can be very different as exhibited in Ref. [KLLGR15, KLLGR16] , the symmetric versions can only be separated by at most a factor of two. This can be understood intuitively by the fact that a protocol cannot forget more information than it transmits.
Theorem 18 For any protocol Π and any input distribution µ, it holds that
Hence for any function f , any input distribution µ and any error threshold ε,
It was already noticed in Ref. [KLLGR15, KLLGR16] , that CIC(Π, µ) ≤ QIC(Π, µ). So to prove the above result, it is sufficient to show the following.
Proposition 19 For any protocol Π and any input distribution µ, it holds that
The proof relies on the characterization of the Holevo information cost given by Proposition 16. Proof. We have:
where the inequality comes from the nonnegativity of Holevo information cost, that is HIC(Π, µ) ≥ 0, and the last equality holds by Proposition 16.
Since we believe that Proposition 19 helps understanding QIC better and might lead to new results involving this quantity, we provide an alternative proof sketch with a slightly different point of view. In particular, the symmetry of QIC with respect to a message being transmitted forward or backward is made evident, whereas the link between CIC and CRIC under such a reversal of direction for message transmission is also highlighted. Alternative Proof Sketch of 15QIC and CIC are Almost Equivalenttheorem.19 19. Given a rmessage protocol Π, let Π be the protocol that runs Π forward but does not discard A , B , and then, without making any copy of the output, runs Π backward. Then, for any k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, the (r + k)th message in Π is identical to the (r − k + 1)th message, except that the roles of the sender and receiver have been exchanged. Since the terms in QIC are symmetric under time-reversal, we have QIC A→B (Π , µ) = QIC B→A (Π , µ) = QIC(Π, µ). So the CIC for Alice and Bob in Π is respectively
since the last M messages in Π consist of the M messages of Π run backward and thus the CIC of these messages in Π correspond to the CRIC of Π. Thus, QIC(Π , µ) = 2 · QIC(Π, µ) and CIC(Π , µ) = QIC(Π, µ). By (5.3) and the nonnegativity of Holevo information, CRIC A←B (Π, µ) is at most CIC A→B (Π, µ) and CRIC B←A (Π, µ) is at most CIC B→A (Π, µ), since it should not be possible to send back more information about the other party's input than what was received. This intuition also leads to the inequality QIC(Π, µ) ≤ 2 · CIC(Π, µ).
In 15QIC and CIC are Almost Equivalenttheorem.19 19 we prove that QIC and CIC can be different by at most a factor of 2. In fact, one can see that a necessary and sufficient condition to have QIC = CIC is that CRIC(Π, µ) = 0, and then also QIC = HIC. Intuitively, this means that at each round the player who sends the message does not forget anything about what she has learnt in the previous rounds. Protocols with only a single message satisfy this property. Also, quantum simulation of classical protocols also satisfy this property; see Section 8.
At the other extreme, one can see that a sufficient condition to have QIC = 2·CIC is that HIC(Π, µ) = 0, which only happens if the protocols completely uncompute any information about its input (apart possibly locally encoded information, or, as we will discuss later, "phase" or "superposition" information). Nevertheless, this bound should be almost achieved by memoryless protocols (i.e. protocols using only input registers together with a pure message register C i , and no private working space registers A i , B i ). Say the message register C r ends up with Bob, then QIC(Π, µ) = CIC(Π, µ) − I(X; C r |Y ). However, players ould also forget information much later than they learn it, and so memoryless protocols are not the only type of protocols achieving this bound.
Running Protocols on Superposition of Inputs
In the previous section, we considered the amount of information a party learnt and forgot about the other party's classical input, when considering that he was also running on a classical input. However, in certain contexts, such as settings with privacy concerns [CVDNT99, Kla02, JRS09, KLLGR15, SSS15], other variants of the amount of information learnt by a party about the other party's classical input are natural to consider, like the one corresponding to allowing that party to run on a quantum superposition of its intended input distribution. This makes for a quantum variant of the honest-but-curious classical paradigm, in which the party generates the correct "distribution over messages", but wishes to learn as much information as possible while doing so.
Product Distributions
With this in mind, we now define an alternative notion of quantum information cost for product distributions, and a corresponding decomposition of QIC, consistent with this idea. These definitions are "superposed" variants of the definitions in the previous sections.
Definition 20 For a protocol Π and a product input distribution µ = µ X ⊗ µ Y , the superposed-classical input information cost of the messages from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) is defined as
the superposed-classical input reverse information cost of the messages from Bob back to Alice (resp. from Alice back to Bob) is defined as
the superposed-Holevo information cost from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) is defined as
Note that S-HIC is indeed the notion of information leakage considered by Ref. [JRS09] in their privacy trade-off for the index function on a uniform distribution.
We now link SCIC and SCRIC to QIC using the following remark. For odd i,
(we could do similarly for even i with the conditioning instead on XA i ). The second term on the right hand side is the superposed-classical input information cost term I(
in round i. For product distributions, it somehow quantifies the amount of information that message C i contains about X for someone who runs the protocol with the distribution corresponding to Y in a superposition, and also possesses B i as quantum side-information. The first term does not immediately have such an intuitive interpretation. However, we can rewrite it as I(
. It is then seen to be the superposed-classical input reverse information cost in round i, and hence corresponds to how much information Alice is forgetting about Y if she runs the protocol with the distribution corresponding to X in a superposition, and also possesses A i as quantum side-information. It follows that QIC = SCIC + SCRIC (Note that this equality also formally holds for non-product distributions if we extend the definitions by using the corresponding CQMI terms). The Information Flow Lemma can then be used to establish the link with SHIC, noting that for product distributions I(X; Y R Y ) ρ0 = I(X; Y ) ρi = 0, we obtain
(5.8)
General Distributions
When considering non-product distributions, if Bob is to run his input in superposition, he should know (at least part of) Alice's input in order to "break the correlations" between their inputs, and allow him to generate the correct superposition consistent with Alice's input. We consider how to do this for running only part of the input in superposition. Notice that this encapsulates and extend both CIC, CRIC, HIC and their superposed variant at once. Consider tensor product decomposition X = X 1 ⊗ X 2 of Alice's input and Y = Y 1 ⊗ Y 2 of Bob's input such that X 1 Y 1 and X 2 Y 2 are independent, i.e. this gives a product decomposition XY = X 1 Y 1 ⊗ X 2 Y 2 . We can think of Bob running Y 2 in a quantum superposition, and so he also holds the purification R X2 of X 2 in order to generate the correct joint superposition consistent with Alice's input, while being given an actual classical input Y 1 . Alice is then also given a classical input in X 1 (and we can think of X 2 either as a classical input whose classical copy or purification is initially held by Bob, or as a superposition over classical inputs jointly held by Alice and Bob). The corresponding hybrid information costs are defined as follows, with similar definitions for Alice.
Definition 21 For a protocol Π and an arbitrary decomposition X = X 1 ⊗X 2 , Y = Y 1 ⊗Y 2 of the input space, and arbitrary distributions µ 1 on X 1 Y 1 and µ 2 on X 2 Y 2 , when running Π on input distribution µ 1 ⊗ µ 2 , the hybrid-classical input information cost of the messages from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) is defined as
the hybrid-classical input reverse information cost of the messages from Bob back to Alice (resp. from Alice to Bob) is defined as
the hybrid-Holevo information cost from Alice to Bob (resp. from Bob to Alice) is defined as
Note that by the Information Flow Lemma and the fact that X 1 and X 2 (resp., Y 1 and Y 2 ) are independent, we get that
(5.10)
We then say that Alice does not forget information if the HCRIC from Bob to Alice is 0 for any decomposition of the inputs. More formally, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 22 Given a protocol Π, we say that Alice (resp. Bob) does not forget information in Π if for any decomposition X = X 1 ⊗ X 2 , Y = Y 1 ⊗ Y 2 of the input space, and any distributions µ 1 on X 1 Y 1 and µ 2 on X 2 Y 2 , it holds that
We say that protocol Π does not forget information if both Alice and Bob do not forget information in Π.
Remark 23
In particular, if a protocol Π does not forget information, for any input distribution µ, CRIC(Π, µ) = 0, and QIC(Π, µ) = HIC(Π, µ) = CIC(Π, µ).
Forgetting Information in Classical Protocols
We considered quantum protocols forgetting classical messages by viewing such messages as part of a quantum register, on which we could apply a reversible quantum operation in order to generate the subsequent message. In the same way, we can consider a reversible classical computation paradigm where classical protocols can forget information. We will show that such an ability does not provide any advantage over protocols in the standard classical information complexity paradigm: for any protocol that can forget information, there exists a protocol that does not forget information with the same inputoutput behavior, the same amount of communication, and information cost at most that of the protocol that can forget information. In this section, all the protocols we consider are classical.
Extending the Classical Setting : a New Characterization of IC
Let us begin by deriving some alternative characterization of classical information complexity that will enable easier comparison to the quantum setting. Let us first state some definitions. In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, we denote S A , S B , and R AB the random variables corresponding respectively to the private coins of Alice, of Bob, and the public randomness.
Definition 24 A (standard) r-round classical protocol π is defined by the sequence of its message functions such that : for all odd 1 ≤ i ≤ r, m i is a function of (x, s A , r AB , m <i ), and for all even 2 ≤ i ≤ r, m i is a function of (y, s B , r AB , m <i ).
The randomness of a protocol is contained on the one hand in the inputs (X, Y ) and on the other hand in the random coins (S A , S B , R AB ).
Definition 25 The (standard) information cost of a protocol π with transcript
where IC A→B (Π, µ) = I(X; Π|R AB Y ), and IC B→A (Π, µ) = I(Y ; Π|R AB Y ) are respectively the information costs from Alice to Bob and from Bob to Alice, and Π is the sequence of messages.
We generalize the above definitions to the case where there is an additional random variable correlated with the input.
Definition 26 Given a random variable U with distribution µ, we say that a joint random variable U V is an extension of U , or that V extends U , if the marginal of U V on U has distribution µ.
Moreover, we say that V is a copy of U if P(U = V ) = 1.
Lemma 27 For any protocol Π, any input distribution µ on XY and any extension XY X Y D of XY , where X Y are copies of XY , it holds that:
Proof. For the first equality, let us consider the right-hand side. In any odd round i, we have : Similarly, in any even round i, we have :
Summing over rounds and using the chain rule of conditional mutual information and Definition 25 yields the first equality. For the second equality, note that for any odd i
in which the last equality follows since M i is a deterministic function of XR AB S A M <i . Similarly, in any even round i, we have :
The last equality holds by the chain rule for conditional mutual information. The form (6.1) has a natural interpretation, which we will adopt to define information cost in the reversible classical computation paradigm that we study in the next subsection: it quantifies how much information message M i in round i contains about any extension of the input, conditional on the information already known at the receiver's side for one term, and on the sender's side for the other term. Since communication in protocols in the reversible classical computation paradigm should be symmetric under time reversal, this will be the natural extension of IC that we will study in that paradigm.
Reversible Classical Protocols
For notational simplicity, given two registers I and O, we will denote C I→O a reversible circuit taking I as input and outputting in O.
Definition 28 A reversible r-round classical protocol taking X, Y as inputs, with private randomness S A , S B and public randomness R A AB , R B AB (each player has a copy of the public randomness), and outputting in A out B out , is defined by a sequence of reversible circuits :
. The circuits are applied in turn by each player to produce the messages M i (plus some private data A i or B i respectively for i odd and i even).
For simplicity, we relabel A i = A i−1 for odd i and B i = B i−1 for even i.
As in the quantum case, we will often require that the players make a copy of their inputs at the outset of the protocol, and run the protocol on these copies while leaving their original input registers unmodified.
Definition 29 A reversible classical protocol is said to be safe if it leaves the input registers unmodified. The safe version of an arbitrary reversible protocol is one in which the players start by making safe copies of their inputs, and then run the protocol on the copies.
We now define a notion of information cost associated to a reversible protocol.
Definition 30 Let Π be a reversible protocol as per Definition 28, let µ be an input distribution on XY , and let XY X Y D be any extension of XY , with X Y being copies of XY . The reversible information cost of Π on input distribution µ is defined as :
Note that the sum is over all rounds for both terms of the right-hand side. We first make sure that the above is well-defined, and does not depend on the choice of extension in D. Also, as in the quantum setting, we show that making safe copies does not increase RIC.
Lemma 31 For any reversible protocol Π and input distribution µ, measuring information about X Y is sufficient: for any extension XY X Y D as above, it holds that
Moreover, denoting Π the safe version of Π, it holds that
Proof. By the Markov property of Π, it holds that, conditional on X Y B i or X Y A i , M i and D are independent. The equality (6.3) follows.
For the safe protocol Π , let X Y be safe copies made at the outset to take as input to Π. Then Alice holds X throughout together with A i , and Bob holds Y throughout together with B i . It holds that
Then, relabeling inputs XY to Π as X Y , thinking of XY X Y D as an extension of input X Y , and applying (6.3) to Π and Π leads to (6.4). We thus consider only safe protocols, denote Alice's and Bob's local memory registers as XA i , Y B i , respectively, and use the following characterization of information cost for these protocols :
For standard IC, we can restrict the sum measuring information about X to odd messages, and the sum measuring information about Y to even messages. The additional terms here are similar to those in the quantum setting and correspond to the cost of forgetting information in a classical reversible paradigm. We want to show that forgetting is in fact useless here. The following lemma will be useful towards this goal.
Lemma 32
The reversible information cost is subadditive : for any two protocols Π 1 , Π 2 , and any joint input distribution µ 12 on
with µ 1 the marginal of µ 12 on X 1 Y 1 , and µ 2 the marginal of µ 12 on X 2 Y 2 .
Proof. Consider an odd round i (Bob is the receiver). The i-th term in
(6.5)
The i-th term in RIC of Π 1 on inputs X 1 Y 1 with extension X 1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2 D is :
which is the first term in (6.5). Above, the first equality is by first appending uncorrelated registers
, and then by invariance of conditional mutual information (CMI) under local reversible processing. The second equality is by the chain rule, and the inequality holds by non-negativity of the CMI.
To obtain the second term in (6.5), let us rewrite the i-th term in RIC of Π 2 on inputs X 2 Y 2 with extension X 1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2 D as :
with similar arguments as above (and the fact that, since Bob is the receiver, B 1,i = B 1,i−1 ). We similarly control
(6.6) For any even round i, we obtain similar relationships between the various RIC terms. Summing over rounds yields the conclusion.
Theorem 33 It is possible to simulate any reversible protocol Π by a (standard) protocol Π that does not forget information without increasing the information or the communication costs.
Proof. Let Π be a reversible protocol. We assume, without blow up in the information and the communication costs that the protocol makes local copies of the inputs (see Lemma 31). We define Π as follows: the players run Π, but with each party makes a copy of the message in each round and not further acts on that copy. Then, at round i, we can view the action of the protocol as the combined action of two one-round protocols : Π i 1 , which is a reversible protocol implementing the new message by taking the local registers of the reversible protocol as input, and Π i 2 , which contains the previous messages as side information and does not send any message. Then, we use the subadditivity of RIC (see Lemma 32) on these two protocols. Summing over the rounds, we obtain the desired simulation, since these yield the corresponding RIC of the reversible protocol and its standard version.
Disjointness: Speed-up for Quantum Protocols needs Forgetting Information
In light of what we saw for classical protocols that forget information, the phenomenon of forgetting information in a quantum protocol might appear useless, or even costly, at first sight. A legitimate question is: given any safe quantum protocol implementing a classical task, potentially forgetting information, is there a protocol that does not forget information and accomplishes the same task at a similar information cost? We give a strong negative answer to this question in the case of the Disjointness problem, showing that the ability to forget information is a necessary quantum feature to obtain any speed-up for computing disjointness.
Recently, the notion of QIC was used by Braverman et al. [BGKK + 15] to prove an optimal lower bound, up to logarithmic terms, on the bounded-round quantum communication complexity of the disjointness function for n-bit inputs, defined as: for all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n ,
The authors proved that, for a given number r of rounds of communication, the quantum communication complexity is QCC r (DISJ n ) ∈Ω( n r + r). We adapt their proof to show that, if we only allow quantum protocols that do not forget information, then the round dependence disappear and we completely lose the quadratic quantum speed-up for computing disjointness. This establishes the fact that, in contrast to the case for classical information cost, the ability to forget information is a necessary feature of quantum protocols.
The high-level idea of the proof in Ref.
[BGKK + 15] can be described as follows. The QIC of any protocol solving DISJ n is lower bounded by n times the QIC of a protocol solving AND, in which the information is measured with respect to any distribution having zero mass on (1, 1) input. The lower bound on the bounded-round quantum communication for disjointness then follows from the fact that any protocol solving AND must have QIC at leastΩ( 1 r ) on such distributions. This lower bound for AND is in turn proven by reducing back to disjointness, for which they prove that QIC(DISJ m ) ∈ Ω( √ m) (for any m ∈ N), and then constructing a low-information protocol for disjointness by applying coordinatewise some low-information protocol for AND. The authors were interested in the regime m ∈Θ(r 2 ). By appropriately subsampling, we can ensure that the QIC of the constructed protocol is close to m times that of the AND protocol on distributions with zero-mass on (1, 1) inputs. The remaining ingredient is a bound on the continuity of QIC in the input distribution.
In fact, this continuity argument is the only place where round complexity comes into play. For the AND function, it states that a r-round protocol Π run on an input distribution with mass w on (1, 1) input has QIC which is (r · H(w))-close to the one of Π run on some input distribution with 0-mass on (1, 1)-input. Note that this factor of r is not present for classical information cost (unless we allow for forgetting information, as in Section 6, in which case it is also there in general) and, at an intuitive level, it can be thought of as arising from the possibility of quantum protocols transmitting r times the same information about the (1, 1) input. In particular, it is not there for quantum protocols that do not forget information, and this is the reason why we can lift the proof of Ref. [BGKK + 15] to a linear lower bound for such protocols. We formalize this intuition below.
Definition 34 We denote T r,N F (f, ε) the set of r-round protocols that solve f with error at most ε and do not forget information as per Definition 22.
Definition 35
We denote QCC r,N F (f, ε) (resp. QIC r,N F (f, ε)) the minimal communication (resp. information) cost achieved by a r-round quantum protocol solving f with error at most ε, and without forgetting information -that is:
We prove that any protocol solving DISJ n without forgetting information must have communication Ω(n).
Theorem 36 QCC r,N F (DISJ n , 1/3) ∈ Ω(n).
First, we can obtain the following result by going over the proof of the corresponding result (Lemma 4.20) in Ref. [BGKK + 15] and restricting our attention to protocols that do not forget information. The proof, given for completeness, is deferred to the Appendix (see Appendix A.1). We require an additional definition.
Definition 37
We denote QIC r,N F 0 (AND, ε) the minimal information cost on input distributions with no support on (1, 1) inputs achieved by a r-round quantum protocol solving AN D with error at most ε, and without forgetting information -that is: Lemma 39 Suppose we have a protocol Π for AND which does not forget information. Then, for any input distribution µ not concentrated on (1, 1),
(independently of the number of rounds in Π), where w = µ(1, 1) ≤ 1/2, µ 0 (1, 1) = 0, µ 0 (x, y) = 1 1−w µ(x, y) for (x, y) = (1, 1).
A protocol that does not forget information can be boosted without forgetting information or increasing the number of round, similarly to Lemma 4.15 of Ref. [BGKK + 15] .
Lemma 40 For any function f , any bound on the number of round r and any error parameter ε > 0, the following holds:
We make use of the following lower and upper bounds proven in Ref. [BGKK + 15] (the upper bound follows from the proof of their Lemma 6.1) on the QIC of computing DISJ m for some parameter m ∈ N.
Lemma 42 For any m, any protocol Π A computing AND with error 1/m 2 , and any w ∈ O(lg 4 (m)/m),
in which µ w ranges over all distributions with weight at most w on the (1, 1)-input.
Optimizing over protocols Π A ∈ T r,N F (AND, 1/m 2 ) in Lemma 42 and combining with Lemma 39, we get, for any r ≥ 1,
where the l.h.s. is independent of r. Moreover, by Lemma 41, the left-hand side belongs to Ω( √ m), so by further combining with Lemma 40, we can rewrite this as
2)
The r.h.s. is independent of m, so by fixing m to a large enough constant, we get, for any number of round r, QIC r,N F (AND, 1/3) ∈ Ω(1).
Hence, by Lemma 38, for any n,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 36.
Quantum Simulation of Classical Protocols
We now study how to quantumly simulate classical protocols, and how the corresponding QIC behaves. By simulating, we mean that there is a quantum protocol with the same input-output behavior. It turns out that we can always find a quantum simulation with the same information cost as the classical protocol; it is even possible to build this quantum simulation such that it does not forget information.
For the reader's convenience, we deal successively with deterministic protocols, public coin protocols, and protocols with private coins. The latter needs a special care and we give a more detailed explanation on the construction.
Deterministic protocols. Let us consider a classical deterministic (i.e., which does not depend on private or shared randomness) protocol Π. We define the protocol Π 0 which is similar to Π except that Alice and Bob keep local copies of their inputs and of the messages, possibly padding messages with 0's such that the order of speech is known in advance to both and independent of the inputs.
Remark 43 This might affect the communication cost of the protocol, but does not change the information cost or the input-output behavior. Now, we define Π * 0 , the quantum simulation of Π 0 (hence it simulates Π as well). To generate their quantum messages, Alice and Bob run as unitary a classical reversible circuit implementing the protocol in each round, and measure the output registers at the end.
Lemma 44
The quantum simulation Π * 0 has the same input-output behavior and information cost as the original deterministic protocol Π, and the same communication cost as the padded protocol Π 0 .
The fact that the information cost is unchanged follows by noticing that each register is classical in HIC, which is equal to the IC of the classical protocol, and also HIC = CIC which are then also equal to QIC.
Public Coin Protocols. Let us now consider a classical protocol Π with shared randomness. As above, we define a classical protocol Π 0 similar to Π where the players first make a local copy of the shared randomness, and then pad their messages with 0's such that the order of speech is known in advance to both, independently not only of the input, but also of the randomness.
Then we define the quantum simulation protocol Π * 0 by having Alice and Bob use pure shared entanglement to simulate in a canonical way the shared randomness: make two coherent (quantum), perfectly correlated copies of the random strings, a copy being given to Alice and the other one given to Bob. In this way, if either copy is traced out, the other copy is classical and distributed exactly as the corresponding local copy of the shared randomness.
Viewing a classical protocol with shared randomness as one which is an average over deterministic protocols with fixed random strings, they can then run the corresponding classical deterministic protocol.
Lemma 45
The input-output behavior and the information cost of the quantum simulation protocol Π * 0 is the same as for the original public coin classical protocol Π, and the communication cost is the same as that of the padded protocol Π 0 .
Once again, the fact that the information cost is unchanged follows by noticing that each register is classical in HIC, which is equal to the IC of the classical protocol, and also HIC = CIC which are then also equal to QIC.
Protocols with Private Randomness. The case of classical protocol that also have private randomness is the most tricky to handle. As a first attempt, the private randomness can be simulated in a way similar to public randomness as described above, except that now both coherent copies of the random strings are given to the same party (the one who owns this private random string in the classical protocol). However, these registers do not look like classical registers in the different information costs, and the above argument for classical protocols with only public randomness cannot be used to argue that the information remains unchanged. Instead, we use a two-step procedure to obtain a quantum simulation protocol for which we can more easily show that the information cost is maintained. The first step consists in giving a classical simulation protocol of the original protocol in which the private randomness is in some canonical form. In the second step, we simulate quantumly this intermediate classical protocol by applying similar arguments as for classical protocols with only public randomness.
Step 1 : canonical classical simulation. Consider a classical protocol Π. Let us first define a canonical transformation which provides another classical protocol, denoted Π, in a particular form. For this canonical classical simulation, the idea is to use a lot of fresh private randomness in each round, which directly encodes the distribution over messages in each round in a way which is consistent with the local information (input, shared randomness, and previous messages) of the sender. More precisely, say in round i in Π, Alice is to generate message M i as a deterministic function of her input X, the shared randomness R AB , her private randomness S A , and the previous messages
For a given (partial) view (x, r, m <i ) of Alice at round i (excluding her private randomness), consider the random variable M x,r,m<i i obtained by "averaging" the private randomness s A , that is : for any fixed message m,
Then the canonical simulation protocol Π uses in round i the following random variable (which is given to Alice as fresh private randomness) : Lemma 46 In this canonical classical simulation, both the information cost and the communication cost are unchanged : for any input distribution µ,
Moreover, the distribution of the joint random variable XY RM ≤n for the whole n-round protocol is also unchanged, and thus so is the input-output behavior.
Step 2 : quantum simulation. We consider a protocol Π 0 in which the messages of Π are padded so that the order of speech is independent of the inputs and both public and private randomness. For the quantum simulation protocol Π * 0 , private randomness is simulated by giving two coherent local copies to the player and letting him or her work on one of them.
Lemma 47
The input-output behavior and the information cost of the quantum simulation protocol Π * 0 is the same as for the original classical protocol Π with private randomness, and the communication cost is the same as that of the padded protocol Π 0 .
Proof. We first focus on the CIC term. Consider for instance the third round (Alice is the sender). Dropping the ancilla qubits for brevity, the global quantum state just after Bob receives the third message is then :
where M A i and M B i denote respectively Alice and Bob's copy of the i-th message, whereas M M 3 is the register that is sent over from Alice to Bob. The third term appearing in CIC is :
where the CQMI is evaluated on the quantum state : 
In the third round of the quantum protocol, since the registers R 
Hence, by Lemma 1, the term (8.1) can be written does not correspond to the actual view (y, r, m 1 ) of Bob, and so it remains in a pure state, or else it corresponds but Alice possesses a coherent copy of M B,y,r,m1 2 , and so Bob's copy is classical once we trace Alice's copy out. It follows that I(M More generally, consider an odd round i (Bob is the receiver). We can see that, conditioning on the classical part (y, r, m <i ), all of the quantum registers corresponding to the private randomness T B on Bob's side fall into two categories :
• either they have never been used (for j ≥ i, all of T B j , or for j ≤ i, the coordinates of T B j which did not correspond to the actual view of Bob at round j), and so remain in a pure state in product form and can be eliminated from the CQMI term, Proof. It is clear for the first half of Π and Π , when running U Π forward, that the corresponding information costs are QIC A→B (Π, µ). We now argue that for the second half, when running U † Π , the corresponding information cost is QIC B→A (Π, µ).
Consider first the clean protocol Π , and view register B out , containing a copy of f (x, y) while running U † Π , as an additional part of a purification register R for protocol Π: R = R X R Y B out . This is justified as follows. We can instead think of B out as being generated, after running U Π with |0 in B out (and thus registers R X R Y = R X R Y purify registers XY A i B i C i for that part), by applying U f , defined such that U f (|x |y |0 ) = |x |y |f (x, y) , to the registers R X R Y B out . Since Π, and hence Π , is a zero error protocol, and f is a function, the resulting states at that point and when further applying U † Π will then be the same in this modified purified view of Π as in the clean protocol Π , and thus the QIC's are also the same. But then the QIC's are also identical to the ones in which we run U Π and then U † Π without making a copy in B out , since the global states are the same up to unitary U f being appied to purification registers R X R Y and the uncorrelated state |0 in B out . We can apply a similar reasoning to the protocol Π in which f (x, y) is recorded in the phase, since we can similarly think of (−1)
f (x,y) |− B out as being part of the reference R = R X R Y B out , with B out remaining in state |− , and the phase information now being generated by applying U f,phase , defined such that U f,phase (|x |y ) = (−1) f (x,y) |x |y , on registers R X R Y .
Finally, notice that if we run U Π and then U † Π without acting on the output, then, using the duality
Information Lower Bound
To get a tractable lower bound on QIC A→B (Π , µ) = QIC(Π, µ), we focus on total functions and on product distributions µ = µ X ⊗ µ Y on XY , and we apply the Information Flow Lemma. Taking the purified view, we have in Π
in which we emphasize the dependance of ρ f,µ on the function f and the product distribution µ.
Proposition 51
We have the following lower bound:
Proof. Notice that B out remains in the pure state |− throughout, independently of x and y, and we can remove that register from all the information terms below. We have successively the following chain:
where equality (9.5) is obtained by application of the Information Flow Lemma under the form of Corollary 4, with
As for equality (9.7),
(with the same arguments as above). From Proposition (51) and the discussion above we obtain the following lower bound:
(9.10)
Inner Product function
The case of the Inner Product function was studied using a similar argument in Ref. [CVDNT99] . Let us consider f (x, y) = IP n (x, y) = x · y on lg |X| = lg |Y | = n bits, and take µ X = µ Y the uniformly random distribution. −n/2 y (−1) x·y |y . By isometric invariance of von Neumann entropy, H(Y R Y ) ρ f,µ = H(X ) = n, for X a classical copy of X. We get QIC(IP n , ν, 0) ≥ n, with ν the uniform distribution on the inputs. Since we only assumed that Bob can compute the function value in our lower bound, we get a matching upper bound for such protocols, and QIC(IP n , ν, 0) = n.
Random Functions
The argument of Ref. [CVDNT99] for the IP function was extended in Ref. [MW07] to the study of arbitrary (total) Boolean function, and in particular to argue about the quantum communication complexity of a random Boolean function. They showed, for ν the uniform distribution on n + n bit inputs (i.e. lg |X| = lg |Y | = n), that a uniformly random Boolean function f , (a function chosen by picking f (x, y) uniformly at random in {0, 1} for each pair (x, y)), satisfies with high probability H(Y R Y ) ρ f,µ ≥ n(1 − o(1)), and thus QCC(f, ν, 0) ≥ n(1 − o(n)). Moreover, for small enough constant ε > 0, they also show using a continuity argument that QCC(f, ν, ε) ∈ Ω(n). Thus, most Boolean functions have essentially a linear quantum communication complexity.
We focus on the case ε = 0, and extend their results for QIC of a random function. We use the following result proved in Ref. [MW07] . Here, H 2 is the Rényi entropy of order 2, ν is the uniform distribution on 2n-bit strings, and the probability is taken over the random choice of f , also picked uniformly at random in {0, 1} for each of the 2 2n pairs (x, y).
Theorem 52
where the probability is uniform over Boolean functions of n + n bits.
Since H 2 ≤ H, we get the following theorem by taking δ = 1/ √ n above and using (9.10).
Theorem 53
Pr f QIC(f, ν, 0)
Hence, except with negligible probability over the choice of a random function f , QIC(f, ν, 0) ≥ n(1 − o(1)).
Non-Zero Error and Classical Protocols
Using the quantum simulation of classical protocols maintaining the classical IC that we gave in Section 8, the above result also implies a bound for any classical protocol. Moreover, it is known (see Ref. [BGPW13a] ) that classical IC is continuous at ε = 0, so we get the following corollary.
Corollary 54
Hence, except with negligible probability over the choice of a random function f , we have
IC(f, ν, ε) ≥ n(1 − o(1)).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proof that lim ε→0 IC for a random function is essentially n, and not only Ω(n), which was known at least since the work of Braverman and Weinstein [BW12] proving that discrepancy lower bounds IC (through a compression argument).
It is an important open question to determine whether it also holds that QIC is continuous at ε = 0, which would then imply a similar result in the quantum setting.
Lemma 57 (Quasi-convexity in input) Let p ∈ [0, 1], and µ 1 , µ 2 be two input distribution. Define µ = pµ 1 + (1 − p)µ 2 . Then the following holds for any protocol Π which does not forget information:
QIC(Π, µ) ≥ pQIC(Π, µ 1 ) + (1 − p)QIC(Π, µ 2 ), QIC(Π, µ) ≤ pQIC(Π, µ 1 ) + (1 − p)QIC(Π, µ 2 ) + H(p), independently of the number of rounds in Π.
Compared with Lemma 4.7 Ref. [BGKK + 15], we save a multiplicative factor equals to the number of rounds in front of the term H(p). Proof of Lemma 57. The first inequality holds by the first inequality of Lemma 4.7 in Ref. [BGKK + 15] . Let us prove here the second inequality. Since Π does not forget information, by Remark 23, its QIC is equal to its HIC. So it is sufficient to prove the desired inequality with QIC replaced by HIC. Let R be a register holding a purification of ρ µ1 and ρ µ2 . Then, we can purify ρ µ with two copies S 1 , S 2 of a selector reference register, such that |ρ µ AinBinRS1S2 = √ p |ρ µ1 AinBinR |1 S1 |1 S2 + 1 − p |ρ µ2 AinBinR |2 S1 |2 S2 .
We can expand the HIC from Alice to Bob as: 
